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HEY, HI, HELLO!

WELCOME TO 
THE DESTINATION WEDDING CO

I’m Kate, I plan relaxed weddings for romantic couples across Europe. 

I’m an EU based planner who wears her heart on her sleeve. 

Living & working on the road, you’ll see me around the globe all year round.

Guiding my couples with compassion, knowledge, experience & joy

in naturally beautiful destinations to create a wedding 

that is truly their own.

With British roots & a traveller's heart, I’m the best of both worlds when it 

comes to easy communication & curating the best team for you in a 

destination that feels like home.

I combine my supportive nature, rigorous hospitality

& beaming pride in everything I do. 

That’s the heart of The Destination Wedding Co.
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PORTFOLIO

COUPLES & CONNECTION
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“The team Kate brought to us, I have literally no words for. We have never felt so lucky to be 
surrounded by so many good, gorgeous, kind, talented people, and truly believe 

Kate had this little worldly pull to all the best people!
We have no amount of thanks or gratitude for Kate that will ever feel like it's enough - she just 

takes on so much that is so over and above the job but it doesn't go unnoticed and makes such 
a difference on the day and in the lead up. She has such a genuine love of what she does and 

her expertise was so evident and welcome for us from her being with us on our menu tasting to 
helping design our table scape- she’s SO much more than she would ever give herself credit for! 

Nothing ever feels like too much. She takes it all in her stride, and the magic just follows her. 
She asks all of the questions before you even know it's something you need to think about, and 

her passion for the couples she works with is always so evident.”

RACHEL & LEWIS // 6TH JUNE 2023 // MALLORCA

https://goo.gl/maps/KvV8Y4REXCZN37H8A
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WHERE ARE WE HEADING?

DESTINATIONS

The Destination Wedding Co is a bespoke wedding planning 

company, arranging beautiful celebra tions across Europe & 

beyond. From off-the-beaten-pa th corners to your favourite 

haunts. Driven by the desire for exploration & my strength in 

building relationships to curate a team to make any destination 

feel like home. 

Whether you wish to escape just you two to say your vows, or 

with friends & family travelling from far & wide to witness this 

special occasion, I ’m here with you every step of the way. 

OUR RECENT FAVOURIT ES;

• Italy

• France

• The Balearics

• Greece

• Spain

• Croatia

• Or let’s try somewhere new!
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PORTFOLIO

DESTINATIONS
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PORTFOLIO

EXPERIENCE



“Kate sent us a fantastic shortlist from which we were able to pick the perfect 
venue in France! Once we had decided on the venue, it felt completely natural 

to ask Kate to help us with the full planning of the wedding. I think we both 
knew we wanted her to help us from the moment we got off the first call!

Kate pours her heart and soul into all aspects of wedding planning. 
She completely understands what it is that we're looking for, and is always on 

hand to help.”

LILY & CHARLIE // 20th AUGUST 2022 // BORDEAUX, SOUTH OF FRANCE
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https://goo.gl/maps/8v7EyFS7zmGvBF6t7
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ONE

BOOK

Start your enquiry, book a free discovery call

where we see if we’re the right fit & I gather the information to put 

together a proposal for you.

Read the proposal which includes the T&Cs.

Always on the other end of a call for any questions.

To confirm, e-sign the contract & pay your deposit. You’re booked!

FOUR

DESIGN

My approach to design places your personality & style at the 

forefront, while adding a little seasonal psychology to the mix too.

The design will always enhance your destination. 

We deliver a design roadmap to guide you through the course of 

your planning & making decisions.

SEVEN

THE WEDDING!

It's time!

Get set, jet & never fret on your way to be married!

Confident in the knowledge of our support, you’ll be able to enjoy 

every moment of your Destination Wedding!

TWO

INTRODUCE

Meet up online to discuss your wedding in more depth; your ideas, 

wishes & priorities with a particular focus on the venue 

specification.

In this call, I introduce you to your dedicated online planning 

project tool where all communication & planning takes place.

THREE

REVIEW

Destination & venue comparison & review.

With fresh excitement, the venue search is usually the task you 

want done the quickest & equally the task that takes the most 

care & time as it’s the foundation for all the planning to come! 

It’s all worth it when you have the destination for your 

wedding that feels like home!

FIVE

SAVE THE DATE

We begin guest communication with save the dates.

Along with sourcing the core team of suppliers, that will be 

intrinsic in the delivery of your wedding day. 

Sharing your passions & a true affinity with your vision.

EIGHT

REMINISCE

Continue the celebrations & reflect on the most beautiful few days 

while on your Honeymoon! 

All the memories can be relived time & time again when you 

receive your photographs & video.

SIX

PLAN

We discuss the flow, plan & coordinate all the details of your 

wedding celebration. Delivery of the full schedule of the wedding 

celebration to all the team.

NINE

SHARE

We’ll be back in touch to see if you’ve landed back from cloud 9 

for feedback & a review request.

Our wonderful wedding industry is built on personal 

recommendations & beautifully imagery of our work. Any 

opportunity to shout about us, is always appreciated.

FULL PLANNING

THE PROCESS

https://thedestinationwedding.co/book-discovery-call
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PORTFOLIO

DESIGN & STYLE
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BENEFITS

HOW WE HELP YOU

Firstly, I offer a heart-led & emotive approach. I’m a monogamist; completely 

committed & find solace in nurturing & supporting the ones around me. 

I’m warm & relaxed in my nature with firm expectations for hospitality & 

experience.

I see value in the planning experience as well as the conclusion.

Speaking the same language & with the same priorities means building a fun 

& nurturing relationship where we feel in sync on ideas & thoughts… I will be a 

dedicated extension of you for this exciting time in life. 

Creative planner for any destination. A traveller at heart & being fortunate 

enough to call many locations home, I am in Europe for around 3-4 months of 

the year building & retaining relationships with treasured suppliers & 

exploring new destinations for your wedding celebrations!

With this experience, a network, key contacts & support are never too far 

away. Combing a selection of local suppliers & UK partners, I will curate a 

team that is aligned to your vision & priorities. 

On the wedding day, my warm & composed approach, combined with a 

friendly yet assertive nature, will keep the flow moving for a laid-back 

memorable occasion with organic magic.

I take a collaborative approach. You’re at the centre of decision making &  

your wedding could never be anything but yours, it’ll be plain for your guests 

to see & feel. I’m so thrilled to be a part of this wonderful time of life for you 

both.

. 
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PORTFOLIO

DESTINATIONS



‘Kate was amazing at knowing exactly our style and personalities and found 
vendors who would match us both in terms of what we wanted, but also 

would mesh with us as a couple. We had the most incredible wedding day(s) 
and absolutely no way could have pulled this together without Kate. 

She is worth her weight in gold!’

JESS & SAM // 21ST AUGUST 2019
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https://goo.gl/maps/ZWVy9Z6o7UnqyG6D9
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YOUR WEDDING SERVICE

FULL PLANNING

This is based on a full destination wedding planning for 12 months (planning

breaks required if over 12 months) for weddings with 50 guests.

Each wedding proposal requires a personalized proposal based on the

specification. Here is a guide on pricing;

F R O M :

1 5 %  O F  Y O U R  W E D D I N G  B U D G E T

O R  £ 7 , 5 0 0 MINIMUM FEE 

The signed contract & 30% booking fee is required to confirm the services

S E R V I C E S U M M A R Y

Full wedding planning accompanies & supports you throughout planning & delivery
of the celebration. The Destination Wedding Co is on hand to suggest, source,
negotiate & coordinate a set of mutually agreed areas of work. We work in
collaboration together, sharing ideas & feedback in an open & honest way.
Including;

-

Initial consultation to map out your priorities for the wedding & destination/venue
brief. We also introduce you to your dedicated online project which houses all our
communication & planning.

-

We offer a tailored design process that is based on your personality & style, along
with seasonality & enhancing the destination.

-

A time-line of tasks in the months leading up to your wedding

-

We present a variety of tailored options for suppliers in the agreed areas such as
photographers, entertainment, decor, styling, catering, accommodation & more.

-

A full detailed summary of the wedding: timeline, logistics, floorplans & schedule
of suppliers

-

Not Inclusive of a reasonable travel budget for the planning team for the wedding
day

-

On the day coordination for rehearsal the day before & the wedding day. We’re
there with you every step of the way!
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As is human nature, we require some technology to back us up! With the help from the most detailed & fully integrated plannin g 

and project management platform for the special events industry, flawlessly connecting us & your suppliers, The Destination 

Wedding Co keeps every detail organized. 

- Be inspired in the design studio, creating the aesthetic for your wedding

- Create & maintain appointments in the calendar 

- Detail & manage every task with custom checklists 

- Track your budget with detailed expenses 

- Maintain supplier information & files 

- Catalogue notes from every meeting & call 

- Access at any time, anywhere in the world

BENEFITS

THE TECH BEHIND THE HEART
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“”To our lovely Kate, We cannot thank you enough for everything you 
have done for us in the past year. You gave us the wedding of our 
dreams & made everything so perfect. You have also made a Kate 

shaped hole in the hearts of our family & friends!”

ANNABEL & ADAM // 2ND JULY 2022 // CHANIA, CRETE, GRC

https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/18089402209238894/
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THE DESTINATION WEDDING CO.

A LITTLE MORE INTIMATELY

The Destination Wedding Co is the work of Kate Kennedy.

I collaborate with romantic couples, inspired by their lives & loves,

 to create relaxed weddings in naturally beautiful destinations in Europe.

I love nothing more than the prospect of the next adventure. 

You’ll find me with my head in a book, baking or snuggled by the log burner.

My career began with corporate hospitality in the sporting events industry, 

the Olympics 2012 being the pinnacle! I moved organically into 

management of the most iconic events venues, including the OXO Tower & 

The Royal Liver Building. These distinctive locations attracted exceptional 

couples, searching for a unique way to celebrate their wedding. 

Planning our own destination wedding in Slovenia in 2015, wasn’t so 

straightforward. I knew there was a better way for couples to escape with 

ease.

My inspiration lies within natural landscapes, sunlight streaming through 

the trees, laughter filled dinners with friends & my couple's stories.
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NOW WHAT?

THE NEXT STEPS

It’s a lot to absorb. It’s a very personal undertaking & that doesn’t come 

lightly. Think about your priorities & be realistic about your time.

If this is the kind of support you need, brilliant! 

Book a consultation & I’ll await to hear more about your ideas & thoughts.

I will then send you a tailor-made proposal which includes the contract.

If you’re in agreement, I’ll send a link for you to e-sign the contract along 

with the deposit information.

Any questions before signing on the dotted line, just ask!

Upon returning the contract & deposit you’re booked & once we confirm 

your date, it’s in our diary. We will then meet to put our plans into action.

We can’t wait to help at such an exciting time in life, let’s enjoy it & make 

landing on the moon a walk in the park!

https://thedestinationwedding.co/book-discovery-call
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